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From: Ronnie Williams
To: Wheat, Gretchen S - DNR
Subject: FW: Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC
Date: Thursday, October 05, 2017 10:18:45 AM
Attachments: Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Revisions 10-2-2017.pdf


Hi Gretchen,
 
Here are responses to some of the comments from the County.
 
Thanks,
 
Ron
 
 
Ronnie Williams, PE
Williams Engineering Services, LLC
E14910 Bears Grass Rd
Augusta WI, 54722
Office 715-286-5726
Cell 715-829-3231
 
From: Ronnie Williams [mailto:wes@chipvalley.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2017 5:53 PM
To: 'Steve Olson'; 'peter.wurzer@wisconsin.gov'
Cc: 'todd@tulsdairies.com'; 'TJ@tulsdairies.com'; 'cody.overgard@chipvalley.com'
Subject: RE: Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC
 
Hi Steve,


 
Below are the responses to the review questions. We have responded in red in the body of your
email.


 
A PDF is attached that includes any updates to drawings or calculations related to your engineering
review comments.


 
 
The following is a list of comments and questions that will need to be addressed prior to
approval of the Animal Waste Storage Facility Construction Permit for Emerald Sky Dairy,
LLC.
 
 
•             Include the slab design computation data in the submittals for the feed pad, storage


pad and heavy use areas.
See attached PDF. We have included our standard cover letter and computation
sheets that we have used on several prior projects reviewed by the Eau Claire Area
Office NRCS/DATCP staff.
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Williams Engineering Services 
E14910 Bears Grass Rd 
Augusta, WI 54722 
 
 
 
 



Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Waste Storage Facility 
6” Reinforced Concrete Slab Design Documentation 



  
The following information is related to the design of the 6” Reinforced Concrete Floor Slab for the 
waste storage facility, calf lot, feed pad, stacking pad, and heavy use areas at the Emerald Sky 
Dairy, LLC facility.   
 
This analysis assumes that the heaviest point load on the reinforced concrete slab will be caused 
by the front end loader equipment.  A typical Caterpillar wheel loader was chosen for the purpose 
of the analysis.  The loader evaluated was a Caterpillar 914 wheel loader with a 1.7 cubic yard 
bucket.  The typical design scenario assumes that the entire weight of the loader and the weight 
of the full contents of the bucket could be transferred to the front wheels of the loader.  The loader 
itself has a typical weight of 17,530# and the weight of 1.7 cubic yards of sand with a bulk density 
of 150#/cubic foot (6,885#) could develop a point load of 24,415#.  23,500# was used as a point 
load in the evaluation of the calculations. 
 
The calculations were performed using the PCA method as depicted in the NRCS spreadsheet 
and PCA design chart, as well as performed again using the GRDSLAB spreadsheet. 
 
Regarding the slab reinforcement design, the “subgrade drag” theory was used to determine the 
minimum reinforcement steel needed in relation to maximum control joint/waterstop joint spacing. 
 
The typical reinforcement schedules are shown in the attached revised “slab” drawing. 
 
Information from “Engineered Wire Products, Inc.” has been supplied which correlates welded 
wire reinforcement “WWR” 12 x12 - D10 x D10 to #4 @ 18” o.c. deformed stick reinforcement. 
 
It is possible that the WWR panels will be used in this project.  The engineer on site shall ensure 
that the maximum joint spacing intervals are maintained within the subgrade drag theory design 
methodology for both the 6” thick floor slab on the waste storage facility, calf lot, feed pad, 
stacking pad, and heavy use areas. 
 
It was assumed in the calculations that a SM soil material with 20% of the soil material exceeding 
the P200 fine soil particle size as required by the WI-NRCS 313 – Waste Storage Facilities 
practice standard will be used under all concrete surfaces.  SM soil materials exhibit a subgrade 
modulus k value of 200 psi per inch (pci). 
 
Please find the attached design documentation. 
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CONCRETE SLAB ON GRADE ANALYSIS
For Slab Subjected to Interior Concentrated Post or Wheel Loading



Assuming ACI-360 "Type B" Design - Reinforced for Shrinkage and Temperature Only
Job Name: Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Subject: 6" Slab Design



Job Number: 10-2-2017 Originator: R. Williams Checker:



Input Data:



Slab Thickness, t = 6.000 in.



Concrete Strength, f 'c = 4000 psi



Conc. Unit Weight, wc = 150 pcf Top/Slab



Reinforcing Yield, fy = 60000 psi



Subgrade Modulus, k = 200 pci



Concentrated Load, P = 11750.00 lbs.



Contact Area, Ac = 180.77 in.^2



Factor of Safety, FS = 1.50
Dowel Bar Dia., db = 0.750 in. Concrete Slab on Grade



Dowel Bar Spacing, s = 6.000 in.



Const. Joint Width, z = 0.1250 in.    Lubricate this end Stop slab reinf. (As) at joint       Min. of



Joint Spacing, L = 100.000 ft.    of all Dowels    1/8"-1/4" x t/4 formed joint       t/3 or 2"



Temperature Range, ∆T = 50.00 deg.



Increase for 2nd Wheel, i = 15 %



Results: Typical Construction Joint for Load Transfer



Check Slab Flexural Stress: (assuming unreinforced slab with interior load condition)
Effective Load Radius, a = 7.586 in. a = SQRT(Ac/π)
Modulus of Elasticity, Ec = 3834254 psi Ec = 33*wc^1.5*SQRT(f 'c)
Modulus of Rupture, MR = 569.21 psi MR = 9*SQRT(f 'c)



Cracking Moment, Mr = 3.42 ft-k/ft. Mr = MR*(12*t^2/6)/12000  (per 1' = 12" width)
Poisson's Ratio, µ = 0.15 µ = 0.15 (assumed for concrete)



Radius of Stiffness, Lr = 24.375 in. Lr = (Ec*t^3/(12*(1-µ^2)*k))^0.25
Equivalent Radius, b = 7.267 in. b = SQRT(1.6*a^2+t^2)-0.675*t ,  for  a < 1.724*t



1 Load: fb1(actual) = 327.28 psi fb1(actual) = 3*P*(1+µ)/(2*π*t^2)*(LN(Lr/b)+0.6159)       (Ref. 1)



2 Loads: fb2(actual) = 376.37 psi fb2(actual) = fb1(actual)*(1+i/100)
Fb(allow) = 379.47 psi Fb(allow) = MR/FS      Fb(allow) >= fb(actual), O.K.



Check Slab Bearing Stress: (assuming working stress) (Ref. 4)



fp(actual) = 65.00 psi fp(actual) = P/Ac



Fp(allow) = 2390.68 psi Fp(allow) = 4.2*MR      Fp(allow) >= fp(actual), O.K.



Check Slab Punching Shear Stress: (assuming working stress) (Ref. 4)



bo = 53.780 in. bo = 4*SQRT(Ac)  (assumed shear perimeter)
fv(actual) = 25.18 psi fv(actual) = P/(t*(bo+4*t))
Fv(allow) = 153.69 psi Fv(allow) = 0.27*MR      Fv(allow) >= fv(actual), O.K.



Shrinkage and Temperature Reinf.: (assuming subgrade drag method) (Ref. 3)



Friction Factor, F = 1.50 F = 1.5 (assumed friction factor between subgrade and slab)
Slab Weight, W = 75.00 psf W = wc*(t/12)



Reinf. Allow. Stress, fs = 45000 psi fs = 0.75*fy
As = 0.125 in.^2/ft. As = F*L*W/(2*fs)



(continued)



t 



(Subgrade) 



t/2 



Contact Area, Ac 



3/4"φ Plain Dowels @ 12" 



P P 



Wheel Post 



Direction of pour 
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Determine Estimated Crack Width: (assuming no use of stabilized or granular subbase)
Slab-base Frict. Adjust., C = 1.00 C = 1.0 (assumed value for no subbase)



Thermal Expansion, α = 0.0000055 in./in./deg α = 5.5x10^(-6) (assumed thermal expansion coefficient)
Shrinkage Coefficient, ε = 0.00035 in./in. ε = 3.5x10^(-4) (assumed coefficient of shrinkage)



Est. Crack Width, ∆L = 0.7500 in. ∆L = C*L*12*(α*∆T+ε)



Check Bearing Stress on Dowels at Construction Joints with Load Transfer: (Ref. 2)



Assumed Load Transfer Distribution for Dowels at Construction Joint



Le = 24.375 in. Le = 1.0*Lr = applicable dist. each side of critical dowel
Effective Dowels, Ne = 4.08 bars Ne = 1.0+2*Σ(1-d(n-1)*s/Le)   (where: n = dowel #)



Joint Load, Pt = 5875.00 lbs. Pt = 0.50*P  (assumed load transferred across joint)
Critical Dowel Load, Pc = 1441.01 lbs. Pc = Pt/Ne



Mod. of Dowel Suppt., kc = 1500000 psi kc = 1.5x10^6 (assumed for concrete)
Mod. of Elasticity, Eb = 29000000 psi Eb = 29x10^6 (assumed for steel dowels)
Inertia/Dowel Bar, Ib = 0.0155 in.^4 Ib = π*db^4/64



Relative Bar Stiffness, β = 0.889 β = (kc*db/(4*Eb*Ib))^(1/4)
fd(actual) = 3605.68 psi fd(actual) = kc*(Pc*(2+β*z)/(4*β^3*Eb*Ib))
Fd(allow) = 4333.33 psi Fd(allow) = (4-db)/3*f 'c      Fd(allow) >= fd(actual), O.K.



References:
      1. "Load Testing of Instumented Pavement Sections - Improved Techniques for Appling the Finite Element 
          Method to Strain Predition in PCC Pavement Structures" - by University of Minnesota, Department of Civil
          Engineering (submitted to MN/DOT, March 24, 2002)
      2. "Dowel Bar Opimization: Phases I and II - Final Report" - by Max L. Porter (Iowa State University, 2001)
      3. "Design of Slabs on Grade" - ACI 360R-92 - by American Concrete Institute (from ACI Manual of Concrete
          Practice, 1999)
      4. "Slab Thickness Design for Industrial Concrete Floors on Grade" (IS195.01D) - by Robert G. Packard 
          (Portland Cement Association, 1976)



Comments:



1.0*Pc 



s 



Le Le 
Pt 



d1 d2 d3 d2 d3 d4 d4 di di 



(1-(2-1)*s/Le)*Pc 



0*Pc 0*Pc 



(1-(2-1)*s/Le)*Pc 
(1-(3-1)*s/Le)*Pc (1-(3-1)*s/Le)*Pc 



(1-(4-1)*s/Le)*Pc (1-(4-1)*s/Le)*Pc 





























PEAK DISCHARGE, EFH CHAPTER 2 METHOD VER. 9/23/2016



CLIENT: COUNTY: DATE:
DSN BY: CHK BY: DATE:



COMMENTS:
~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~



Drainage Area and Curve Number Table OR User Values Area: 1.28 RCN: 82



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9



10
11
12
13
14



Drainage Area 1.3 Acres
Runoff Curve Number 82
Watershed Length 210 Feet
Watershed Slope 2.0 Percent
Time of Concentration 0.101 Hours
NOAA Atlas 14 Rainfall Distribution Zone: MSE3



Peak Discharge Table



in 2.46 2.82 3.49 4.12 5.1 5.96 6.89
in 0.439 0.439 0.439 0.439 0.439 0.439 0.439



0.178 0.156 0.126 0.107 0.086 0.074 0.064
cfs/ac/in 1.913 1.917 1.923 1.926 1.928 1.928 1.928
in 0.97 1.24 1.77 2.31 3.17 3.95 4.81
cfs 2.4 3.1 4.4 5.8 7.9 9.9 12.1



    Average slope calculator
Sum of contour lengths within the watershed boundary (feet)



Contour interval (Feet)
Drainage Area (Acres)



Avg Slope (percent)



Area Cover Type Treatment



North Stacking Pad Waterway



Emerald Sky Dairy
C.Overgard



Saint Croix MSE3 10/2/2017



Hydrologic 
Soil Group



Runoff 
Curve 



Number



Area 
(acres)



Runoff, Q
Peak Discharge, qp



Frequency yr 1



Rainfall, P (24 hour)
Initial Abstraction, Ia
Ia/P ratio
Unit Peak Discharge, qu



1002 5 10 25 50



1.3



0.00











1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
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GRASSED WATERWAY DESIGN VER. 9/23/2016



CLIENT: COUNTY: DATE:
DSN BY: CHK BY: DATE:



LOCATION: SECTION: TOWNSHIP: RANGE:
~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~



WATERWAY TYPE: RETARDANCE VALUES: EROSION RESISTANT SOIL: No
CAPACITY = C



SOLVE FOR: STABILITY = D



Stability



0+01 to 1+17 7.9 1 8 3 0.77 12.60 0.77 0.99 1.34
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to



Total Length of Waterways = 116      feet Total Waterway = 0.03 acres
Total Seeded = 0.00 acres



Erosion Netting = 0 ft2



Warnings:
1 - Sta. 1 to 117 Velocity below 1.5ft/sec
 - Sta.  to Enter New Data
 - Sta.  to Enter New Data
 - Sta.  to Enter New Data



Emerald Sky Dairy
C.Overgard



Trapezoidal



Depth



Bottom 
Width    



(ft)



Side 
Slope 
Ratio    
(Z:1)



1



W/W ID
Station Station



Design 
Q (cfs)



Slope 
(%)



Reach



10/2/2017



V1 (fps)
Depth (ft)



TW2 (ft)



Capacity



D2 (ft) V2 (fps)



Saint Croix MSE3
0



Seed 
Width (ft)



Erosion 
Netting 



(ft)





























RONNIE WILLIAMS, PE
WILLIAMS ENGINEERING SERVICES



Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Revised Crossover Wall
65 EFP



Concrete f'c = 4000 psi
Rebar Fy = 60000 psi
Unit Weight = 150 lb/ft³8 in



3.34 ft



2 ft
0.67 ft



9 in



5.
25



 f
t



4.
5 



ft



0.
75



 f
t



#4 @ 12 in (S&T)
#4 @ 12 in



Toe Bars:  #4 @ 12 in
Footing S/T Bars:  #4 @ 12 in



#4 @ 12 in (S&T)
#4 @ 12 in



Design Detail



Check Summary



Ratio Check Provided Required Combination
----- Stability Checks -----



0.980 Bearing Pressure 1500 psf 1470 psf 1.0D + 1.0L + 1.0H
0.947 Bearing Eccentricity 6.32 in 6.67 in 1.0D + 1.0L + 1.0H



----- Toe Checks -----
0.086 Shear 6.55 k/ft 0.56 k/ft 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.126 Moment 5.04 ft·k/ft 0.64 ft·k/ft 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.085 Min Strain 0.0469 0.0040 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.000 Min Steel 0.02 in² 0 in² 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.920 Development 13.04 in 12 in 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.667 S&T Max Spacing 12 in 18 in 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.972 S&T Min Rho 0.0019 0.0018 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H



----- Heel Checks -----
0.138 Shear 4.25 k/ft 0.59 k/ft 1.4D
0.127 Moment 1.55 ft·k/ft 0.2 ft·k/ft 1.4D



----- Stem Checks -----
0.175 Moment 3.47 ft·k/ft 0.61 ft·k/ft 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.154 Shear 4.55 k/ft 0.7 k/ft 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.126 Max Steel 0.0317 0.0040 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.000 Min Steel 0 in²/in 0 in²/in 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
1.000 Base Development 6 in 6 in 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.960 Horz Bar Rho 0.0021 0.0020 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
0.667 Horz Bar Spacing 12 in 18 in 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H



Criteria



Building Code IBC 2012
Concrete Load Combs IBC 2012 (Strength)
Masonry Load Combs ASCE 7-10 (ASD)
Stability Load Combs ASCE 7-10 (ASD)
Restrained Against Sliding Yes
Neglect Bearing At Heel Yes
Use Vert. Comp. for OT No
Use Vert. Comp. for Sliding No
Use Vert. Comp. for Bearing Yes
Use Surcharge for Sliding & OT Yes
Use Surcharge for Bearing Yes
Neglect Soil Over Toe No
Neglect Backfill Wt. for Coulomb No
Factor Soil Weight As Dead Yes
Use Passive Force for OT Yes
Assume Pressure To Top Yes
Extend Backfill Pressure To Key Bottom No
Use Toe Passive Pressure for Bearing No
Required F.S. for OT 1.50
Required F.S. for Sliding 1.50
Has Different Safety Factors for Seismic No
Allowable Bearing Pressure 1500 psf
Req'd Bearing Location Middle third
Wall Friction Angle 25°
Friction Coefficent 0.35
Soil Reaction Modulus 172800 lb/ft³



Loads



4
.5



 f
t



0.
75



 f
t



5
.2



5 
ft



4
.5



 f
t



 = 114 lb/ft³
EFP = 65 lb/ft³



0.
75



 f
t



 = 114 lb/ft³
EFP = 65 lb/ft³



DL=0.15 k/ft, LL=1.2 k/ft Loading Options/Assumptions
Passive pressure neglects top 0 ft of soil.



Load Combinations



IBC 2012 (Strength)
 1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H
 1.2D + 1.6L + 0.9H
 1.2D + 0.5L + 1.6H
 1.2D + 0.5L + 0.9H
 1.2D + 1.6H
 1.2D + 0.9H
 0.9D + 1.6H
 0.9D + 0.9H
 1.4D
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RONNIE WILLIAMS, PE
WILLIAMS ENGINEERING SERVICES



Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Revised Crossover Wall
65 EFP



Backfill Pressure



4.
5 



ft



0.
75



 f
t



5.
25



 f
t



4.
5 



ft



 = 114 lb/ft³
EFP = 65 lb/ft³



-341.25 psf



5.
25



 f
t



74.65 lb/in5.
25



 f
t



1.
75



 f
t



-292.5 psf



54.84 lb/in



1.
5 



ft



Equivalent Fluid Pressure



h H fluid   5.25 ft 65 lb ft³ /     341.3 psf =  =  = 



 Lateral Earth Pressure



h H fluid   4.5 ft 65 lb ft³ /     292.5 psf =  =  = 



 Lateral Earth Pressure (stem only)
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RONNIE WILLIAMS, PE
WILLIAMS ENGINEERING SERVICES



Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Revised Crossover Wall
65 EFP



Passive Pressure
0.



75
 f



t



 = 114 lb/ft³
EFP = 65 lb/ft³



48.75 psf



0.
75



 f
t



1.52 lb/in



0.25 ft



Equivalent Fluid Pressure



h H fluid   0.75 ft 65 lb ft³ /     48.75 psf =  =  = 



 Lateral Earth Pressure



Wall/Soil Weights



31.28 lb/in



37.5 lb/in 28.64 lb/in



0 lb/in
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RONNIE WILLIAMS, PE
WILLIAMS ENGINEERING SERVICES



Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Revised Crossover Wall
65 EFP



Bearing Pressure



40.24 psf



1470 psf
209.9 lb/in



2.19 ft



e = 6.32 in



73.47 lb/in



F  R   0.350 209.9 lb in /     73.47 lb in /  =  =  = 



 Friction



Bearing Pressure Calculation
Contributing Forces



Vert Force ...offset Horz Force ...offset OT Moment
Backfill Pressure -0 lb/in - 0 lb/in - -0 in·lb/ft
Axial Dead Load -12.5 lb/in 2.33 ft 0 lb/in - -4200 in·lb/ft
Axial Live Load -100 lb/in 2.33 ft 0 lb/in - -33600 in·lb/ft
Footing Weight -31.28 lb/in 1.67 ft 0 lb/in - -7515.01 in·lb/ft
Stem Weight -37.5 lb/in 2.33 ft 0 lb/in - -12600 in·lb/ft
Backfill Weight -28.64 lb/in 3 ft 0 lb/in - -12380.43 in·lb/ft
Soil over toe Weight -0 lb/in - 0 lb/in - -0 in·lb/ft
Stem Base Shear -0 lb/in - -36.56 lb/in 0.75 ft 3949 in·lb/ft
Stem Base Moment 0 lb/in - 0 lb/in - 0 in·lb/ft



-209.92 lb/in -66346.69 in·lb/ft
66346.69 in·lb ft /  - 



209.92 lb in /  - 
   2.19 ft = 
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RONNIE WILLIAMS, PE
WILLIAMS ENGINEERING SERVICES



Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Revised Crossover Wall
65 EFP



Overturning Check



Check not performed; wall has lateral support.



Sliding Check



Check not performed; restrained against sliding.



Bearing Capacity Check



Bearing pressure < allowable (1470 psf < 1500 psf) - OK
Bearing resultant eccentricity < allowable (6.32 in < 6.67 in) - OK



Wall Top Displacement



Not calculated because this wall has a lateral restraint.



Stability Checks  [1.0D + 1.0L + 1.0H]
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RONNIE WILLIAMS, PE
WILLIAMS ENGINEERING SERVICES



Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Revised Crossover Wall
65 EFP



 4.5



 4.05



 3.6



 3.15



 2.7



 2.25



 1.8



 1.35



 0.9



 0.45



 0
-4 -2.67 -1.33 0 1.33 2.67 4



Moment (ft·k/ft)



Offset (ft)



Moment



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



Mn  As fy d a 2 /  -       0.90 0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 4 in 0.29 in 2 /  -       3.47 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



 Capacity (ACI 318-11 10.2)    @ 0 ft from base  [Negative bending]



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



Mn  As fy d a 2 /  -       0.90 0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 4 in 0.29 in 2 /  -       3.47 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



 Capacity (ACI 318-11 10.2)    @ 0 ft from base  [Positive bending]



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



Mn  As fy d a 2 /  -       0.90 0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 4 in 0.29 in 2 /  -       3.47 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



 Capacity (ACI 318-11 10.2)    @ 3.5 ft from base  [Negative bending]



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



Mn  As fy d a 2 /  -       0.90 0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 4 in 0.29 in 2 /  -       3.47 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



 Capacity (ACI 318-11 10.2)    @ 3.5 ft from base  [Positive bending]



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0 in =  =  = 



Mn  As fy d a 2 /  -       0.90 0 in² in / 60000 psi 4 in 0 in 2 /  -       0 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



 Capacity (ACI 318-11 10.2)    @ 4.5 ft from base  [Negative bending]



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0 in =  =  = 



Mn  As fy d a 2 /  -       0.90 0 in² in / 60000 psi 4 in 0 in 2 /  -       0 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



 Capacity (ACI 318-11 10.2)    @ 4.5 ft from base  [Positive bending]



Stem Flexural Capacity
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Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC Revised Crossover Wall
65 EFP



 4.5



 4.05



 3.6



 3.15



 2.7



 2.25



 1.8



 1.35



 0.9



 0.45



 0
-5 -3.33 -1.67 0 1.67 3.33 5



Shear (k/ft)



Offset (ft)



Shear



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



Vc 2  F'c d     2 1.0 4000 psi 4 in       6.07 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  Vc   0.750 6.07 k ft /     4.55 k ft /  =  =  = 



 Shear Capacity (ACI 318-11 11.1.1, 11.2.1) @ 0 ft from base  [Positive shear]



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



Vc 2  F'c d     2 1.0 4000 psi 4 in       6.07 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  Vc   0.750 6.07 k ft /     4.55 k ft /  =  =  = 



 Shear Capacity (ACI 318-11 11.1.1, 11.2.1) @ 0 ft from base  [Negative shear]



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



Vc 2  F'c d     2 1.0 4000 psi 4 in       6.07 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  Vc   0.750 6.07 k ft /     4.55 k ft /  =  =  = 



 Shear Capacity (ACI 318-11 11.1.1, 11.2.1) @ 4.5 ft from base  [Positive shear]



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



Vc 2  F'c d     2 1.0 4000 psi 4 in       6.07 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  Vc   0.750 6.07 k ft /     4.55 k ft /  =  =  = 



 Shear Capacity (ACI 318-11 11.1.1, 11.2.1) @ 4.5 ft from base  [Negative shear]



Stem Shear Capacity
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e  1.0          uncoated hooked bars  = 



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



ldh 0.02 e
fy



 F'c 
db     0.02 1.0



60000 psi



1.0 4000 psi 
0.5 in       9.49 in =  =  = 



Factoring ldh by the 0.7 multiplier of 12.5.3 a :  ldh    6.64 in = 



8 db   8 0.5 in     4.0    minimum limit, does not control  =  = 



 Main vertical stem bars  (bottom end)  -  Development Length Calculation (ACI 318-11 12.2.3, 12.5)



t  1.0          bars are not horizontal  = 



e  1.0          bar not epoxy coated  = 



s  0.80          bars are #6 or smaller  = 



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



s 2  /  12 in 2  /  6 in =  = 



cover db 2  /  +  2 in 0.5 in 2  /  +  2.25 in =  = 



cb  2.25 in          lesser of half spacing, ctr to surface  = 



Ktr  0.0          no transverse reinforcement  = 



cb Ktr + 
db 



 2.25 in 0.0 +  
0.5 in   



 4.50 =  = 



ld
3.
40



fy



 F'c 



t e s  
2.5



  db   
3.
40



60000 psi



1.0 4000 psi 



1.0 1.0 0.80  
2.5



   0.5 in     11.38 in =  =  = 



12 inch minimum controls



 Main vertical stem bars  (top end)  -  Development Length Calculation (ACI 318-11 12.2.3, 12.5)



Stem Development/Lap Length Calculations
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Note:  Design toe moment is not limited to stem moment because stem base is pinned



Mtoe  0.64 ft·k ft /  = 



 Controlling Moment



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



Mn  As fy d a 2 /  -       0.90 0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 5.75 in 0.29 in 2 /  -       5.04 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Mn  5.04 ft·k ft        Mu  /  0.64 ft·k ft /  =  = 



 Flexure Check (ACI 318-11 10.2)



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



Vc 2  F'c d     2 1.0 4000 psi 5.75 in       8.73 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  Vc   0.750 8.73 k ft /     6.55 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  6.55 k ft        Vu  /  0.56 k ft /  =  = 



 Shear Check (ACI 318-11 11.1.1, 11.11.3.1)



1  0.850          F'c  4000 psi  = 



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



t 0.003
d



a 1 / 
1 -     0.003



5.75 in
0.29 in 0.850 / 



1 -     0.0469 =  =  = 



t  0.0469        0.004 = 



 Minimum Strain Check (ACI 318-11 10.3.5)



Mn  5.04 ft·k ft        4 3 /  Mu   /  4 3 /  0.64 ft·k ft /     0.85 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Check is waived per ACI 10.5.3



 Minimum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.5.1)



ST_prov
AST
t sST 



   
0.2 in² in / 
9 in 12 in 



    0.0019 =  =  = 



ST_min
0.0018 60000 



fy
   



0.0018 60000 
60000 psi



    0.0018 =  =  = 



ST_min  0.0018 = 



ST_prov  0.0019        ST_min  0.0018 =  = 
18 inch limit governs



sST_max  18 in = 



sST  12 in        sST_max  18 in =  = 



 Shrinkage and Temperature Steel (ACI 318-11 7.12.2)



Mu
Mn



   
0.64 ft·k ft / 
5.04 ft·k ft / 



    0.1262          ratio to represent excess reinforcement  =  = 



t  1.0          12 inches or less cast below  3.00 inches -   = 



e  1.0          bar not epoxy coated  = 



s  0.80          bars are #6 or smaller  = 



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



s 2  /  12 in 2  /  6 in =  = 



cover db 2  /  +  3 in 0.5 in 2  /  +  3.25 in =  = 



cb  3.25 in          lesser of half spacing, ctr to surface  = 



Ktr  0.0          no transverse reinforcement  = 



cb Ktr + 
db 



 3.25 in 0.0 +  
0.5 in   



 6.50 =  = 



ld
3.
40



fy



 F'c 



t e s  
2.5



  db   
3.
40



60000 psi



1.0 4000 psi 



1.0 1.0 0.80  
2.5



   0.5 in     11.38 in =  =  = 



Factoring ld by the excess reinforcement ratio 0.1262  per 12.2.5:  ld    1.44 in = 



12 inch minimum controls



ld_prov  13.04 in        ld  12 in =  = 



 Development Check (ACI 318-11 12.12, 12.2.3)



Toe Unfactored Loads



9 
in #4 @ 12 in



Unfactored Loads



112.5 psf



40.24 psf



897.1 psf



Toe Factored Loads



9 
in #4 @ 12 in



1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H



135 psf (Self-wt)



55.96 psf



1247 psf



55.96 psf



1247 psf



1.03 k/ft



Toe Checks  [1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H]
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Note:  Design heel moment is not limited to stem moment because stem base is pinned



Mheel  0.17 ft·k ft /  = 



 Controlling Moment



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



Unreinforced, use plain concrete provisions:  ACI 22.5.4



Note:  Effective thickness reduced by 2 inches for concrete cast on soil ACI 22.4.8 



Vn
4
3  F'c h     



4
3
 1.0 4000 psi 7 in       7.08 k ft /  =  =  = 



  0.60 = 



Vn  Vn   0.60 7.08 k ft /     4.25 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  4.25 k ft        Vu  /  0.5 k ft /  =  = 



 Shear Check (ACI 318-11 11.1.1, 11.11.3.1)



Unreinforced, use plain concrete provisions:  ACI 22.5.1



Note:  Effective thickness reduced by 2 inches for concrete cast on soil ACI 22.4.8 



Mn 5 F'c S    5 4000 psi 98 in³ ft /      2.58 ft·k ft          as limited by tension  /  =  =  = 



Mn 0.85 F'c S    0.85 4000 psi 98 in³ ft /      27.77 ft·k ft          as limited by compression  /  =  =  = 



Tension controls



  0.60 = 



Mn  Mn   0.60 2.58 ft·k ft /     1.55 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Mn  1.55 ft·k ft        Mu  /  0.17 ft·k ft /  =  = 



 Flexure Check (ACI 318-11 10.2)



Heel Unfactored Loads
9 in



Unfactored Loads



112.5 psf (Concrete self-wt)



513-513 psf (Soil weight)



 (neglect bearing pressure)



Heel Factored Loads



9 in



1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H



135 psf (Concrete self-wt)



615.6-615.6 psf (Soil weight)



 (neglect bearing pressure)



0.5 k/ft



Heel Checks  [1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H]
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Stem Internal Forces



-468 psf



0.35 k/ft



0.7 k/ft



-0 ft·k/ft



Stem Internal Forces



 4.5



 3.94



 3.38



 2.81



 2.25



 1.69



 1.13



 0.56



 0
0 0.18 0.35 0.53 0.7



Moment (ft·k/ft)



Moment



Stem Internal Forces



 4.5



 3.94



 3.38



 2.81



 2.25



 1.69



 1.13



 0.56



 0
-0.4 -0.1 0.2 0.5 0.8



Shear (k/ft)



Shear



Stem Joint Force Transfer



Location Force
@ stem base 0.7 k/ft



Stem Internal Forces



-468 psf



Stem Forces  [1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H]
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 4.5



 4.05



 3.6



 3.15



 2.7



 2.25



 1.8



 1.35



 0.9



 0.45



 0
-4 -2.67 -1.33 0 1.33 2.67 4



Moment (ft·k/ft)



Offset (ft)



Moment



Mn  3.47 ft·k ft        Mu  /  0.61 ft·k ft /  =  = 
 Check (ACI 318-11 Ch 10)    @ 1.91 ft from base  [Positive bending]



Mn  3.47 ft·k ft        Mu  /  0.33 ft·k ft /  =  = 
 



 Check (ACI 318-11 Ch 10)    @ 3.5 ft from base  [Positive bending]



Stem Moment Checks  [1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H]
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 4.5



 4.05



 3.6



 3.15



 2.7



 2.25



 1.8



 1.35



 0.9



 0.45



 0
-5 -3.33 -1.67 0 1.67 3.33 5



Shear (k/ft)



Offset (ft)



Shear



Vn  4.55 k ft        Vu  /  0.7 k ft /  =  = 
 Shear Check (ACI 318-11 Ch 11.1.1) @ 0 ft from base  [Positive shear]



Vn  4.55 k ft        Vu  /  0.35 k ft /  =  = 
 



 Shear Check (ACI 318-11 Ch 11.1.1) @ 4.5 ft from base  [Negative shear]



Stem Shear Checks  [1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H]
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Mn  3.47 ft·k ft        4 3 /  Mu   /  4 3 /  0 ft·k ft /     0 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Check is waived per ACI 10.5.3



 Minimum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.5.1) @ 0 ft from base  [Stem in negative flexure]



Mn  0 ft·k ft        4 3 /  Mu   /  4 3 /  0 ft·k ft /     0 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Check is waived per ACI 10.5.3



 Minimum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.5.1) @ 4.5 ft from base  [Stem in negative flexure]



1  0.850          F'c  4000 psi  = 



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



t 0.003
d



a 1 / 
1 -     0.003



4 in
0.29 in 0.850 / 



1 -     0.0317 =  =  = 



t  0.0317        0.004 = 



 Maximum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.3.5) @ 0 ft from base  [Stem in negative flexure]



1  0.850          F'c  4000 psi  = 



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



t 0.003
d



a 1 / 
1 -     0.003



4 in
0.29 in 0.850 / 



1 -     0.0317 =  =  = 



t  0.0317        0.004 = 



 Maximum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.3.5) @ 4.5 ft from base  [Stem in negative flexure]



h
As_horz shorz / 



t
   



0.2 in² 12 in / 
8 in



    0.0021 =  =  = 



h_min  0.0020          bars No. 5 or less, not less than 60 ksi  = 



h  0.0021        h_min  0.0020 =  = 
3 twall   3 8 in     24 in =  = 



18 inch limit governs



smax  18 in = 



shorz  12 in        shorz_max  18 in =  = 



 Wall Horizontal Steel (ACI 318-11 14.3.3, 14.3.5)



Mu
Mn



   
0 ft·k ft / 



3.47 ft·k ft / 
    0.0          ratio to represent excess reinforcement  =  = 



e  1.0          uncoated hooked bars  = 



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



ldh 0.02 e
fy



 F'c 
db     0.02 1.0



60000 psi



1.0 4000 psi 
0.5 in       9.49 in =  =  = 



Factoring ldh by the 0.7 multiplier of 12.5.3 a :  ldh    6.64 in = 



Factoring ldh by the excess reinforcement ratio 0.0000  per 12.5.3 d :  ldh      0 in = 



8 db   8 0.5 in     4.0    minimum limit, does not control  =  = 



6 inch minimum controls



ldh_prov  6 in        ldh  6 in =  = 



 Development Check (ACI 318-11 12.12, 12.2.3)



Stem Miscellaneous Checks  [1.2D + 1.6L + 1.6H]
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Note:  Design toe moment is not limited to stem moment because stem base is pinned



Mtoe  0.16 ft·k ft /  = 



 Controlling Moment



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



Mn  As fy d a 2 /  -       0.90 0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 5.75 in 0.29 in 2 /  -       5.04 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Mn  5.04 ft·k ft        Mu  /  0.16 ft·k ft /  =  = 



 Flexure Check (ACI 318-11 10.2)



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



Vc 2  F'c d     2 1.0 4000 psi 5.75 in       8.73 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  Vc   0.750 8.73 k ft /     6.55 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  6.55 k ft        Vu  /  0.17 k ft /  =  = 



 Shear Check (ACI 318-11 11.1.1, 11.11.3.1)



1  0.850          F'c  4000 psi  = 



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



t 0.003
d



a 1 / 
1 -     0.003



5.75 in
0.29 in 0.850 / 



1 -     0.0469 =  =  = 



t  0.0469        0.004 = 



 Minimum Strain Check (ACI 318-11 10.3.5)



Mn  5.04 ft·k ft        4 3 /  Mu   /  4 3 /  0.16 ft·k ft /     0.22 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Check is waived per ACI 10.5.3



 Minimum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.5.1)



ST_prov
AST
t sST 



   
0.2 in² in / 
9 in 12 in 



    0.0019 =  =  = 



ST_min
0.0018 60000 



fy
   



0.0018 60000 
60000 psi



    0.0018 =  =  = 



ST_min  0.0018 = 



ST_prov  0.0019        ST_min  0.0018 =  = 
18 inch limit governs



sST_max  18 in = 



sST  12 in        sST_max  18 in =  = 



 Shrinkage and Temperature Steel (ACI 318-11 7.12.2)



Mu
Mn



   
0.16 ft·k ft / 
5.04 ft·k ft / 



    0.0323          ratio to represent excess reinforcement  =  = 



t  1.0          12 inches or less cast below  3.00 inches -   = 



e  1.0          bar not epoxy coated  = 



s  0.80          bars are #6 or smaller  = 



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



s 2  /  12 in 2  /  6 in =  = 



cover db 2  /  +  3 in 0.5 in 2  /  +  3.25 in =  = 



cb  3.25 in          lesser of half spacing, ctr to surface  = 



Ktr  0.0          no transverse reinforcement  = 



cb Ktr + 
db 



 3.25 in 0.0 +  
0.5 in   



 6.50 =  = 



ld
3.
40



fy



 F'c 



t e s  
2.5



  db   
3.
40



60000 psi



1.0 4000 psi 



1.0 1.0 0.80  
2.5



   0.5 in     11.38 in =  =  = 



Factoring ld by the excess reinforcement ratio 0.0323  per 12.2.5:  ld    0.37 in = 



12 inch minimum controls



ld_prov  13.04 in        ld  12 in =  = 



 Development Check (ACI 318-11 12.12, 12.2.3)



Toe Unfactored Loads



9 
in #4 @ 12 in



Unfactored Loads



112.5 psf



40.24 psf



897.1 psf



Toe Factored Loads



9 
in #4 @ 12 in



1.4D



157.5 psf (Self-wt)



29.5 psf



657.6 psf



29.5 psf



657.6 psf



0.37 k/ft



Toe Checks  [1.4D]
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Note:  Design heel moment is not limited to stem moment because stem base is pinned



Mheel  0.2 ft·k ft /  = 



 Controlling Moment



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



Unreinforced, use plain concrete provisions:  ACI 22.5.4



Note:  Effective thickness reduced by 2 inches for concrete cast on soil ACI 22.4.8 



Vn
4
3  F'c h     



4
3
 1.0 4000 psi 7 in       7.08 k ft /  =  =  = 



  0.60 = 



Vn  Vn   0.60 7.08 k ft /     4.25 k ft /  =  =  = 



Vn  4.25 k ft        Vu  /  0.59 k ft /  =  = 



 Shear Check (ACI 318-11 11.1.1, 11.11.3.1)



Unreinforced, use plain concrete provisions:  ACI 22.5.1



Note:  Effective thickness reduced by 2 inches for concrete cast on soil ACI 22.4.8 



Mn 5 F'c S    5 4000 psi 98 in³ ft /      2.58 ft·k ft          as limited by tension  /  =  =  = 



Mn 0.85 F'c S    0.85 4000 psi 98 in³ ft /      27.77 ft·k ft          as limited by compression  /  =  =  = 



Tension controls



  0.60 = 



Mn  Mn   0.60 2.58 ft·k ft /     1.55 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Mn  1.55 ft·k ft        Mu  /  0.2 ft·k ft /  =  = 



 Flexure Check (ACI 318-11 10.2)



Heel Unfactored Loads
9 in



Unfactored Loads



112.5 psf (Concrete self-wt)



513-513 psf (Soil weight)



 (neglect bearing pressure)



Heel Factored Loads



9 in



1.4D



157.5 psf (Concrete self-wt)



718.2-718.2 psf (Soil weight)



 (neglect bearing pressure)



0.59 k/ft



Heel Checks  [1.4D]
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Stem Internal Forces



0 k/ft



-0 ft·k/ft



Stem Internal Forces



Moment



Stem Internal Forces



Shear



Stem Joint Force Transfer



Location Force
@ stem base 0 k/ft



Stem Internal Forces



Stem Forces  [1.4D]
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 4.5



 4.05



 3.6



 3.15



 2.7



 2.25



 1.8



 1.35



 0.9



 0.45



 0
-4 -2.67 -1.33 0 1.33 2.67 4



Moment (ft·k/ft)



Offset (ft)



Moment
Stem Moment Checks  [1.4D]
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 4.5



 4.05



 3.6



 3.15



 2.7



 2.25



 1.8



 1.35



 0.9



 0.45



 0
-5 -3.33 -1.67 0 1.67 3.33 5



Shear (k/ft)



Offset (ft)



Shear
Stem Shear Checks  [1.4D]
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Mn  3.47 ft·k ft        4 3 /  Mu   /  4 3 /  0 ft·k ft /     0 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Check is waived per ACI 10.5.3



 Minimum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.5.1) @ 0 ft from base  [Stem in negative flexure]



Mn  0 ft·k ft        4 3 /  Mu   /  4 3 /  0 ft·k ft /     0 ft·k ft /  =  =  = 



Check is waived per ACI 10.5.3



 Minimum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.5.1) @ 4.5 ft from base  [Stem in negative flexure]



1  0.850          F'c  4000 psi  = 



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



t 0.003
d



a 1 / 
1 -     0.003



4 in
0.29 in 0.850 / 



1 -     0.0317 =  =  = 



t  0.0317        0.004 = 



 Maximum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.3.5) @ 0 ft from base  [Stem in negative flexure]



1  0.850          F'c  4000 psi  = 



a
As fy 



0.85 F'c 
   



0.02 in² in / 60000 psi 
0.85 4000 psi 



    0.29 in =  =  = 



t 0.003
d



a 1 / 
1 -     0.003



4 in
0.29 in 0.850 / 



1 -     0.0317 =  =  = 



t  0.0317        0.004 = 



 Maximum Steel Check (ACI 318-11 10.3.5) @ 4.5 ft from base  [Stem in negative flexure]



h
As_horz shorz / 



t
   



0.2 in² 12 in / 
8 in



    0.0021 =  =  = 



h_min  0.0020          bars No. 5 or less, not less than 60 ksi  = 



h  0.0021        h_min  0.0020 =  = 
3 twall   3 8 in     24 in =  = 



18 inch limit governs



smax  18 in = 



shorz  12 in        shorz_max  18 in =  = 



 Wall Horizontal Steel (ACI 318-11 14.3.3, 14.3.5)



Mu
Mn



   
0 ft·k ft / 



3.47 ft·k ft / 
    0.0          ratio to represent excess reinforcement  =  = 



e  1.0          uncoated hooked bars  = 



  1.0          normal weight concrete  = 



ldh 0.02 e
fy



 F'c 
db     0.02 1.0



60000 psi



1.0 4000 psi 
0.5 in       9.49 in =  =  = 



Factoring ldh by the 0.7 multiplier of 12.5.3 a :  ldh    6.64 in = 



Factoring ldh by the excess reinforcement ratio 0.0000  per 12.5.3 d :  ldh      0 in = 



8 db   8 0.5 in     4.0    minimum limit, does not control  =  = 



6 inch minimum controls



ldh_prov  6 in        ldh  6 in =  = 



 Development Check (ACI 318-11 12.12, 12.2.3)



Stem Miscellaneous Checks  [1.4D]
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Williams Engineering Services, LLC (WES) has developed this Construction Quality Assurance 
Plan for the proposed additions to Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC facility, owned by Todd Tuls, located 
in St. Croix County, Wisconsin.  The purpose of this plan is to detail the duties of all responsible 
parties and assure that all construction activities of all the dairy facilities components are 
constructed/installed in accordance to the construction designs and applicable standards. 
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Engineering 
Williams Engineering Services, LLC (WES) and the principle engineer (Ronnie Williams, PE) is 
responsible for designing the dairy facility site layout and waste handling and storage system to 
meet applicable State and Local standards and tailored to the owner’s need and specifications.  
If the dairy facility is not constructed according to the approved design, drawings and 
specifications, the engineer will not certify the construction.  
 
Owner/Operator 
The Owner (Todd Tuls) and the Operator (TJ Tuls) are in control of choosing contractors that are 
able to complete the tasks assigned to them.  Upon awarding the bids to the contractors, all 
coordinating and scheduling shall be done between the owner and contractor and in 
communication with the engineer and other contractors.  All contractors are directly 
responsible to the owner. 
 
Contractors 
The contractors that have been hired or awarded bids are required to install/construct all of the 
designed components as detailed in the construction plans and according to the approved 
specifications. Sub –contractors may be hired to complete work that the primary contractor or 
contractors are not able to complete.  Any changes to the designs or specifications will have to 
be approved by the engineer prior to being changed. 
 
Inspector/Surveyor 
Personnel from Williams Engineering Services, LLC (WES) will be responsible for the inspection 
of the dairy facility construction. The inspector will make recommendations, observe and 
document all construction activities.  General construction layout staking will be done by WES 
personnel.  Requests for re-staking can be directed to WES personnel.  Benchmarks and 
AutoCAD drawings will be provided on request. 
 
Material Testing 
All concrete and soil material testing will be performed by WES personnel on site and/or at the 
WES laboratory.  All testing will be conducted according to ASTM standards and specifications. 
The results of testing will be supplied to the permitting agencies and the owner for review.  
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A. Inspection: 
The primary field inspection for this project will be provided by Ronnie Williams, PE or 
personnel of Williams Engineering Services, LLC.  This project will require certification by 
Ronnie Williams for compliance with NRCS and DNR practice standards and St. Croix County 
Zoning and Land Conservation requirements.  All deviations from the design plan MUST BE 
APPROVED by the engineer, Ronnie Williams, PRIOR to being changed.  Any significant plan 
changes may also require approval by the DNR and/or St. Croix County Land Conservation 
Department.  Upon completion of the project as-built plans with any red-lines will be 
provided to the DNR and St. Croix County Zoning/LCD. 



B. General: 
This construction plan, together with the attached set of construction specifications, set 
forth the requirements for the installation of the waste transfer and storage facility and site 
grading for this facility.  The construction specification packet shall be referenced during 
construction. 



This project is designed according to the NRCS and DNR practice standards listed on the 
cover sheet. 



The presence or absence of any below ground utilities must be documented in written form 
prior to construction. 



C. Preconstruction Conference: 
A preconstruction conference will be held.  During the conference the construction plans, 
construction specifications, layout, required materials, required inspection & materials 
testing, installation requirements, safety precautions, utilities, and any information needing 
clarification by Williams Engineering Services, LLC will be discussed.  Attendees should 
include representatives from DNR/St. Croix County, Contractors involved, Ronnie Williams, 
PE (Engineer), Todd Tuls (Owner), and TJ Tuls (Operator). 



D. Material Requirements: 
 All materials intended to be used on this site shall be inspected to ensure that they conform 



to the requirements of the plan.  Items include, but are not limited to PVC and HDPE pipe, 
steel reinforcement bar, PVC waterstop, hydrophilic waterstop sealants, concrete curing 
compound, concrete, granular and earth-fill materials, etc. 



  
E. General Inspection: 



1.  Erosion Control:  Erosion control practices shall be installed prior to conducting earth moving 
activities.   



2.  Excavation: 
a) Remove all existing tree roots and other organic material as well as buried debris associated with 



prior land use of the construction site.  



b) Strip topsoil from worksite and stockpile areas.  Store stripped material in designated areas and 
protect from erosion by seeding the pile as well as installing other erosion control practices. 



c) Check lines and grades as they are constructed and document that the over-excavation and 
stockpiling is proceeding as planned.  On-site materials shall be mined as appropriate and 
stockpiled for future use. 
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3. Earth fill: 
a) Make certain that all organic matter is removed from areas receiving fill prior to placement of fill 



in accordance with NRCS Construction Specifications. 



b) Inspect and document the adequacy of earth fill materials and compaction.  Make sure that the 
thickness of the loose fill lift is within limits as described in the earth fill construction 
specifications.  Document compaction method, lift thickness, equipment type, number of 
passes, and type and quality of soil materials used. 



c) Determine need for wetting, drying, or mixing of fill material to satisfy moisture requirements 
related to proctor testing, etc. 



d) Check lines and grades as they are constructed and document that the system is installed as 
planned. 
 



      3.  Re-Vegetation/Mulching: 
a) Check that the placement thickness and quality of topsoil is adequate for a viable seedbed. 



b) Verify that the proper species and quantities of grass seed are applied.  



c.) Check to ensure that all disturbed soil is seeded and mulched according to seeding sheet in the 
construction plan.  



        4.  Fence/Gates: 
a) Make sure that a proper safety fence is installed as shown in the construction plan.  Safety 



fence, and or gates are required around tanks, ponds, and any other structure that could pose a 
fall hazard. Fencing specifications must follow NRCS 382 and NRCS construction specification 10 
in order to meet the DNR and County requirements. 
 



5 Concrete Placement: 
a) All concrete subgrade, steel material and placement, wall tie break back depth and sealing, 



concrete consolidation and concrete curing shall be inspected.  



b) All concrete with waterstop requires continuous inspection by WES personnel.  



6. Concrete Testing: 
 Concrete testing shall be performed by Williams Engineering Services. 



7. Manure Transfer/Pumping Systems: 
All manure transfer systems and/or plumbing shall be installed to meet NRCS 634 Construction 
Specification requirements. 



8. Grassed Waterway and Diversion 
a.) Inspect waterway and diversion slope, width, and depth to ensure accordance with plan. 
b.) Verify proper slope transitions. 
c.) Verify proper seeding and mulching. 



   
F. Construction Approval & Certification of Completion: 



Construction approval and certification of completion will be provided by Ronnie Williams, PE of Williams 
Engineering Services, LLC upon verification that all requirements have been met.
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PRE-CONSTRUCTION 



 Verify that the landowner or contractor notified all utilities prior to construction.  
Document Diggers Hotline Ticket Number           . 



 Obtain copies of Permits, or documentation that permits are not required. 



 Inspect Erosion Control Practices (silt fence, etc.) as required in the construction plan.  
Document proper installation with photographs and field book notations.  



MATERIALS 



 Manure Transfer Pipe Materials. Verify that pipe materials comply with Wisconsin 
Construction Specification 634.  Obtain a material invoice with the required information, a tag 
from the material itself, or a digital photograph of the tag. 



 Transfer Pipe Backfill.  Verify gradation meets specifications.  Record observations in the job 
book. 



 Manure Transfer Pipe Connections. Verify liquid-tight connection of pipes.  Record 
observations and pipe materials and/or sealants in the field book. 



 Concrete Materials.  Verify that the proposed mix design and all ingredients meet the 
requirements in Wisconsin Construction Specification 4.  Attach material documentation.   



 Reinforcing Steel Materials. Verify that the reinforcing steel is free of loose rust, oil, grease, 
paint, or other deleterious matter.  Document markings or attach tags.  Steel grade and size 
shall comply with construction plan. 



 Curing Compound.  White Pigmented meeting ASTM C309 Type 2 is typically used.  Other 
materials may be used upon approval of the engineer.  Document material and adequacy of 
coverage in field book. 



 Concrete Chairs. Verify concrete bricks have minimum 3500 psi strength if used. 



CONSTRUCTION-TANK INSTALLATION 



 Stake The Location of the structure. Set Grades if necessary. 



Document That Poured Tanks Are Set At Proper Elevations.  Inspect subgrade and 
reinforcement placement as well as concrete placement and consolidation.  Record 
observations in field book.  Take photographs. 



             Document proper grating and/or fencing around structures. 



CONSTRUCTION-CONCRETE AND REBAR 



 Observe The Reinforcing Steel Placement.  Verify correct overlap and spacing per plans.  
Verify forms will provide correct concrete thickness.  Obtain photographs and/or record 
observations in the field book. Make sure reinforcing steel is >1.5 inches from any transfer 
pipe. 



 The Inspector Must Be Present For The Concrete Placement With Waterstop.  Collect batch 
tickets from loads, verify that material is the same as that which is certified. 
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Verify concrete slump is between 2” and 5” as per the specifications.  Water may only be 
added once and only at the beginning of the pour.  Verify that the maximum gallons of water 
added is not exceeded.  Collect cylinders for lab analysis.  



 The concrete shall be discharged as closely as possible to its final position in the forms.  
Concrete shall not be dropped more than 5 feet or as per the specifications.  



 Document method of concrete consolidation and spacing and effectiveness of waterstop 
vibration. 



             Document that walls greater than 2’ in height are vibrated. 



 Document sealant type used for liquid-tight joints between existing and new concrete.  
Document dowel spacing and dowel length into existing concrete.  Document sealant is 
placed sufficiently to protect rebar from corrosion.  Document that hydrophilic sealant has 
sufficient concrete cover as required by the manufacturer. 



 Curing compound shall be applied uniformly.  Exposed concrete shall be kept continuously 
wet until curing compound is applied. 



CONSTRUCTION-TRANSFER PIPE AND BACKFILL 



 Document method of fill placement around tanks and transfer lines.  Lift thickness, number of 
passes, and equipment used to compact lift if required shall be recorded.  Check that the 
method used is in accordance with Table 1 of the Earth-fill Specification. 



 Concreting in Cold Weather as discussed on pages 4-14 and 4-15 of WI Construction 
Specification 4 shall be documented by Williams Engineering Services in the following 
manner.  Temperature data loggers shall be installed and maintained by WES during the 
duration of the project. 



 One temperature data logger shall be installed at the job site which measures and records the 
on-site air temperatures at 1 minute intervals during the entire curing duration as defined in 
WI Const. Spec. 4. 



 Three temperature data loggers shall be installed at the job site and in contact with the fresh 
concrete which shall measure and record the concrete temperature of each day’s concrete 
placement at 1 minute intervals during the curing duration.  Each day’s concrete placement 
shall have three additional data loggers installed for the curing duration. 



 One temperature data logger shall be installed at the job site which measures and records the 
inside temperature of the job site cooler which houses the concrete test cylinder samples. 



 Insulation blankets and/or other insulating material and/or heating system as discussed in WI 
Construction Specification 4 shall be installed as soon as practicable after concrete placement 
in order to retain, maintain, and stabilize the curing conditions of the placed concrete. 



 A representative of Williams Engineering Services shall indicate to the contractor when the 
curing duration has been completed and when the insulation/heating system may be 
removed.
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         Waste Storage Facility, Manure Processing Facility, 
Feed Pad & Waste Transfer 



 
 



 
NAME TITLE ORGANIZATION PHONE NUMBER 
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Plan in the Even of A Spill: 



This contingency plan pertains to the spill of solid and liquid waste as well as contaminated 
runoff. Enact this plan if a spill occurs. 



1. Manure spill on farmstead: 
• Stop the source of the leak or spill. Turn off all pumps/valves and clamp hoses or 



park tractor on hoses to stop flow. 
• Contain the spill by means of grading a shallow ridge to prevent entry to the 



downstream waterway. A tractor mounted back blade is available for this 
purpose.  



• Use pumps to recover and directly land apply on approved sites. 
2. Manure spill on public road and/o right-of-way: 



• Stop the source of the leak or spill. Turn off all pumps/valves and clamp hoses. 
• Inform Wisconsin Hazardous Spill Line at 1-800-943-0003. Spill reporting is 



mandatory by state law. 
• Inform the local sheriff’s, police, and/or Department of Transportation for traffic 



control. 
• Contain the spill in the road ditch before it can enter a stream or body of water 



by blocking downslope culverts and building dikes/ditches to divert or contain 
with a skid loader or a tractor mounted back blade. 



• Remove manure from the roadway and roadside with a skid loader or a tractor 
mounted back blade. 



• Use pumps to recover liquids and/or directly land apply on approved sites. 
• Document your actions. 



3. When the maximum operating level is reached on any manure storage structure, 
manure shall be field applied or transferred to another storage location on the farm. 



4. Be prepared to provide the following information: 
• Your name and contact information. 
• Farm address, location, and/or other pertinent identification information. 
• Nature of emergency (employee injury, fire, discharge of manure or hazardous 



materials, etc.) 
• Potential for manure or hazardous materials to reach surface waters or major 



field drains. 
• Current status of containment efforts. 
• Location(s) of hazardous/flammable materials and fire suppression equipment. 



 



Plan if Waste Reaches Maximum Operating Level: 



If liquid level reaches the maximum operating level (MOL) the landowner/operator will pump 
material from the structure to maintain an operating level below the maximum. The operator 
may land apply or transfer to another WSF that is below the MOL.
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Utilities  



All underground hazards and utilities both public and private must be investigated prior to 
the start of construction.  Notification of affected utility companies is the responsibility of the 
landowner.  A ticket number from Digger’s Hotline shall be provided to the engineer prior to 
the start of the excavation.  Digger’s Hotline is a free service.   



 



Sitework & Soils  



Areas that will be under construction will have the topsoil stripped and stock piled for later 
use.  Construction areas should be free of organics, damaging and unfrozen materials.  Once 
the unsuitable material is removed, acceptable material confirmed by the inspector or 
engineer will be used.  Structural fill must be compacted to 98% of the Standard Proctor 
Maximum Dry Density (SPMDD) and field density test will be conducted every 100ft of 
building pad length or in accordance with design drawings and specifications.  All 
contaminated soils and organic matter shall be removed from the site prior to construction.  



The clay liner for the HDPE lined ponds will be constructed out of material that meets the 
requirements in the design specifications.  The soil shall be of organics and liner damaging 
materials such as rocks and stones according to Wisconsin Specification 204 (WI Spec 204).  
The 3 foot clay sub-liner material must be applied in lifts according to WI Spec 204 and the 
soil material shall have 40 percent or more passing a #200 mesh sieve. The plasticity index 
must be greater than 7.  WES personnel will be on site during the placement of the liner and 
will conduct soil material and compaction testing as required by NRCS 313 and Wisconsin 
Construction Specification 300. 



Any trench work over a depth of 5 feet must be excavated at 1 to 1 side slopes to insure safe 
working conditions.  The contractor is responsible for safe working conditions.   



 



Transfer Pipe 



Gravity and pressurized pipes will be used to transfer manure. All pressurized manure 
transfer pipe shall be AWWA C-905 PVC, D1785 Sch. 40 PVC, HDPE (Solid) or D2241 SDR 21 
PVC pipes.  Pipe elbows shall be compatible with transfer pipe and be of equal pressure rating 
or greater than that of the pipe.  The transfer pipe materials shall be approved by the 
engineer prior to use. The transfer pipes are to be firmly and uniformly bedded throughout 
the entire length. Bells are to be located upstream if possible and material excavated around 
bell joints to prevent pipe being supported by the bells.  It is recommended to use sand 
backfill (see pipe installation sheet) around the pipes to facilitate good compaction and pipe 
support.  Any bends in the piping must have 1 cubic foot of concrete thrust block which must 
be inspected prior to back filling.  All pressurized lines shall be pressure tested per WI NRCS – 
634.
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Concrete Mix & Concrete Placement 



An approved concrete mix in accordance with Wisconsin Construction Specification 4 must be 
used at all times.  The concrete company shall supply batch tickets to the inspector.  
Contractors must supply documentation that the mix design meets requirements to the 
engineer.  



All concrete that includes waterstop joints will be continuously inspected by WES personnel.  At 
least a 24 hour notice of the concrete placement should be given to the engineer or inspector.  



Concrete mixtures, placement, and cold weather concrete placement protocols shall follow WI-
NRCS Construction Specification #4 - Concrete.  LeakMaster LV-1, Hydrotite rope, or equal 
hydrophilic sealants shall be used to seal joints between pipe and concrete surfaces and some 
concrete/concrete joints.  All exposed concrete shall be cured with an approved curing 
compound shortly after concrete is stable enough to walk on. 



All concrete testing will be performed by WES personnel in accordance with ASTM standards.  
Test such as slump, air entrainment, temperature and compressive strength will be done.  
Any concrete loads not in compliance are subjected to rejection. 



 



Rebar & Forms 



Rebar grade and spacing specified scenarios according to joint spacing specified in the 
construction plan must be used at all times.  All rebar must meet 60,000 psi and must verify 
this by supplying an invoice to the inspector or engineer.  The rebar placement and spacing 
must be inspected before placement of concrete to insure compliance. 



All formwork must be supported in a manner that it doesn’t allow blow outs or curving.  The 
forms shall have clean surfaces.  The contractor must verify that the forms are set to the 
correct elevations specified in the construction plan. 



All forms must be kept on for a minimum of 24 hours or until specified by the inspector.  Any 
defects such as honeycombing must be repaired. 



Walls for waste storage structures shall have form ties that break back ½” below the concrete 
surface and tie holes shall be sealed with epoxy prior to curing compound application. 



 



HDPE Liners 



The HDPE liner must meet the specification in Wisconsin Construction Specification 202 and 
the installing company must provide the proposed layout to the landowner and engineer.  
Inspection of the drain tile, venting tiles and subgrade must be inspected prior to any liner 
placement.  The subgrade must be free of damaging material such as rocks and stones that 
could puncture the HDPE liner.  The installing company must provide test results of 
performed tests according to WCS 202.  WES personnel will provide continuous inspection of
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the HDPE liner and components installation as well as continuous inspection of all 
construction activities that could inadvertently damage the liner. 



The cover for the HDPE lined ponds must meet specification in Wisconsin Construction 
Specification 202.  WES personnel will inspect the installation of the cover. 



A Construction Quality Assurance Report detailing the HDPE Liner inspection will be 
submitted to the St Croix County CCD after the liner installation is complete as required by 
Wisconsin Construction Specification 202. 



 



Fences & Gates 



Minimum safety fencing/railings/signs and covers shall be installed around any manure drop 
structures, manholes, or reception pit structures.  Fencing is required around the manure 
storage basins. 



 



Erosion & Sediment Controls 



This project will disturb approximately 115 of the 310 acres of the Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC 
parcel. DNR erosion permits are required.   All erosion control measures must be installed 
before any site work occurs.  During all phases of construction, erosion and sediment controls 
need to be implemented to avoid discharge sediment-laden runoff from the proposed dairy.  
Best Management Practices (BMPs) shall be applied in any applicable situation.  Erosion control 
devices that may be utilized include silt fence, vehicle tracking pads, erosion mats, culvert 
sediment traps, rock check dams, straw bale ditch checks and seeding.  All control devices must 
be maintained until all disturbed areas of the proposed dairy is completely stabilized and 
vegetated areas have sufficient growth to be able to resist erosion.  Coverage of at least 70 
percent is required to be able to submit a Notice of Termination (NOT) Form to the WNDR.  
Upon approval, all temporary erosion and sediment control devices shall be removed.   
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Proper Internal Vibration 
• Increases compressive strength and bond between concrete and rebar and decreases concrete 



permeability 
• Decreases cold joints, honeycombing, excessive entrapped air, and segregation 
• Causes concrete within a circular field of action to act like a liquid 



 



How  to  Vibrate 
• Insert vibrator vertically, allowing it to penetrate rapidly to the bottom of the lift and at least 6 



inches into the previous lift 
• Hold it at the bottom of lift for 5 to 15 seconds 
• Pull vibrator up at a rate of 15 seconds for a 4-foot lift, or about 3 inches per second 



 
Spacing Tips 



• Space out the Insertion of the vibrator so the fields of action overlap 
• Watch the concrete to determine the vibrator’s field of action 
• High-powered vibrators and high slump concrete have larger fields of action 
• Rule of thumb: the radius of the field of action is four times the vibrator’s head diameter. 



Therefore, for a 1-inch pencil vibrator, the diameter of the field of action is about 8 inches. 
Accordingly, in ICF typically you should vibrate every cell between webs. 



 
Stop Vibrating when: 



• The concrete surface takes on a sheen 
• Large air bubbles no longer escape 
• You hear the vibrator change pitch or tone 
• You feel a change in vibrator action 



 
Vibrating Don’ts 



• Don’t let a vibrator run very long outside of the concrete – it will overheat and fail 
• Don’t force or push a vibrator into concrete; it won’t remain vertical and may get caught in the 



reinforcing steel 
• Don’t start a job without a spare vibrator 



 
Revibrating Concrete 
Revibrating concrete momentarily liquifies the concrete again. The primary chemical process that occurs in the first 2 hours after concrete is 
placed is the formation of calcium hydroxide, which typically makes up 15 to 25 percent of ordinary portland cement concrete. The other 
major product of hydration is calcium silicate hydrate, which usually makes up about 50 percent of ordinary portland cement concrete and 
gives the concrete its hardness and durability. Formation of calcium silicate hydrate begins in earnest only after several hours have elapsed. 



 
Somewhere in that process, the concrete reaches initial set, defined as a compressive strength of 500 psi. After initial set, formation of the 
more brittle, weaker calcium hydroxide continues but falls behind the calcium silicate hydrate formation, which accelerates dramatically 
between initial set and final set, defined as 4000 psi. (See “time of setting” in ASTM C125, which covers concrete terminology.) 



 
When revibration occurs after the initial set, it breaks down some of the calcium hydroxide that has already been formed. That allows 
freshly placed concrete adjacent to the revibrated concrete to join with it, rather than introducing a construction joint, and it again 
becomes a monolithic concrete structure. 



 
Revibration of concrete has been an accepted construction method for more than 50 years. An article from CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION in 
February 1959 provided an overview of the practice and concluded by saying: “Concrete will benefit from revibration at any time provided 
the concrete is sufficiently plastic to permit the running vibrator to sink of its own weight.” Although we’ve learned more since then about 
what is going on in concrete as it hardens, the benefits of revibration have not changed.    Source: Concrete Construction, March 2004 
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Concrete Inspection shall include the following testing schedule.  The test results shall be 
recorded in the field log and be submitted with the As-Built record drawing as part of the 
construction certification report. 
 
Concrete testing will be performed by certified technicians of Williams Engineering 
Services, LLC.  The concrete contractor shall notify WES of all scheduled concrete 
placements so that they may be inspected and materials tested.  Adequate notice period of 
24 hours or as discussed with the engineer is expected prior to each concrete placement. 
 
The tests listed below shall be performed at a minimum frequency of one sample or test for each 
150 cubic yards (CY) of concrete, or portion thereof, as recommended by the American Society 
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Method C-94 “Specification for Ready-Mixed Concrete.”   
 
Sampling and testing should also include the following: 
 



1. The making and curing of concrete test specimens in the field shall be performed in 
accordance with ASTM C-31. 



2. Sampling according to ASTM C-172, “Method of Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete”. 
3. Slump Test according to ASTM C-143, “Test for Slump of Hydraulic Cement Concrete”. 
4. Compressive Strength according to ASTM C-39, “Test for Compressive Strength of 



Cylindrical Concrete Specimens.” One test set will consist of the average test strength of 
two (2) sample cylinders at 28 days and the test strength of one sample cylinder at 7 days.  
The 7 day sample is expected to break at 50% of the design strength, and the 28 day 
samples are expected to break at 100% of the design strength. 



5. Concrete temperature shall be tested according to ASTM C-1064, “Standard Test Method 
for Temperature of Freshly Mixed Portland Cement Concrete”. 



6. Air Entrainment shall be tested as described below, and the type and dosage rate of air-
entraining admixture or air-entraining cement must be indicated on the batch tickets. 



 
Concrete that will be exposed to freezing and thawing or chemical attack shall have the air 
content of the concrete mix tested according to one of the following: ASTM C-231, “Test for Air 
Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by the Pressure Method”, ASTM C-173, “Test for Air 
Content of Freshly Mixed Concrete by the Volumetric Method”, or ASTM C-138 “Standard Test 
Method for Density (Unit Weight), Yield, and Air Content (Gravimetric) of Concrete”. 
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Expanding sealant materials can be used in projects where new concrete is being placed against 
existing concrete or for sealing pipe penetrations through concrete walls or slabs. The following 
materials have been tested and expand in the presence of manure. All materials are to be applied in 
conformance with the manufacturer’s requirements.  
 
LEAKMASTER LV-1 is recommended. 
 
LEAKMASTER LV-1 by C. I. Kasei  
The sealant is supplied in commonly available size caulking tubes. The applied material is sticky and 
stays in place on a clean surface. The material is to be applied to obtain a sealant cross section of 1/2 
inches wide by 1/4 inch high.  Allow 24 hours to cure prior to concrete placement.  
 
HYDROTITE by Greenstreak  
The sealant is supplied in a preformed strip. The minimum rectangular strip to use is 3/4 inches wide 
by 3/8 inches high. Non-horizontal applications require the use of an adhesive primer or concrete 
nails to hold the sealant strip in place. CJ-1020-2k is recommended for pipe applications.  
 
SIKA SWELL by Sika  
The sealant is supplied in a preformed strip or in a moisture-proof “sausage” which requires a special 
gun to apply. The minimum rectangular strip to use is 3/4 inches wide by 1/8 inch high. Non-
horizontal applications require the use of an adhesive primer or concrete nails to hold the sealant strip 
in place.  



The “sausage” applied material is sticky and stays in place on a clean surface. The minimum applied 
bead cross section is to be triangular 5/8 inches by 5/8 inches by 5/8 inches. .  
 
 ULTRA SEAL MC-2005T by Adeka  



The sealant is supplied in a preformed strip with adhesive back. The minimum rectangular strip to 
use is 3/4 inches wide by 1/4 inch high.  
 
SWELLSEAL by de neef CONCHEM, distributed by Vinylex Corp.  
The sealant is supplied in a preformed strip or in a moisture-proof “sausage”. The minimum 
rectangular strip to use is 3/4 inches wide by 1/8 inch high. Non-horizontal applications require the 
use of an adhesive primer or concrete nails to hold the sealant strip in place.  



The “sausage” applied material is sticky and stays in place on a clean surface. The minimum applied 
bead cross section is to be triangular 5/8 inches by 5/8 inches.  



In conditions where air temperatures cannot be maintained or are expected to be at or below 
45 degrees, Hydrotite Rope shall be used in lieu of Leakmaster LV-1 due to curing 
requirements of Leakmaster LV-1. 
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•             Where are the site drawings for the heifer lot runoff tank and the north feed pad


collection tank systems?
See attached PDF.  Unfortunately, in our haste to get this project under
construction, we did not include larger scale details of these areas in the
construction plans.  We had the areas drawn, but including the specific PDF’s got
missed.


 
•             Sheet 99 mentions reshaping the waterway north of the stacking area. Will the new
dimensions contain a 25-year storm event? Where are the waterway dimensions located?


The existing waterway to the north of the stacking area may need to be regraded
based on the revised site layout that includes the stacking pad being installed over
top of the existing waterway. The designed floor elevation of the north stacking slab
area is approximately 1’ higher than the existing ground, so it is unlikely any runoff
will reach the slab. Also, the proposed slab has a proposed 4 foot liquid tight wall
surrounding it.  The proposed wall would prevent the waterway from overflowing
onto the stacking slab.  The grassed area to the north of the stacking slab will likely
be regarded to shape water to flow directly toward the west along the north side of
the pad. In the event that the landowner does wish to install a designed waterway
we have included the design information. The watershed of this new waterway is
substantially smaller than the existing waterway that will be removed due to
keeping clean road ditch water in the road ditch and collecting all runoff from the
feed pad area that has historically flowed to the waterway.
 
An 8’ wide waterway with a 1% slope to the west would be installed. This potential
waterway would handle the 25-year 24 hour rainfall event at approximately 0.77
feet of depth. See attached PDF for additional design information.


 
•             Is the ramp shown correctly on the west side of the calf hutch area shown on sheet
101? The 1191.93 elevation shown on the SW corner appears low based on the 1% slope
shown.


The elevation depicted in the NW corner of sheet 101 regarding the northwest calf
lot concrete slab area have been corrected.  There was also a typographical error
regarding the slope notation in that the slopes of the calf lot area are to be graded
at 0.5% not 1.0%.  Both errors have been corrected.  See attached PDF


 
•             Is Specification 202 the correct callout for fill materials shown on sheet 130? Why
does the exterior embankment only have the specification fill material towards it core?


Fill materials for the HDPE will utilize both the 202 and 204 standards as noted in
the upper left corner of page 130. The actual earthwork construction of the
material beyond the clay liner will be installed according the Wisconsin Construction
Specification 204. The clay liner of the HDPE pond will follow the requirements of
Wisconsin Construction Specification 202 for proper liner placement on subgrade
and meeting requirements for rocks, etc. Due to fill heights of the embankment, we
have adjusted the drawing to reflect that Spec 204 shall be used for the entire 12







foot wide embankment construction with other fill materials being allowed for use
beyond the minimum embankment geometry requirements.  See attached PDF


 
•             Page 140 shows a # 4 dowel pin at 12 inches on center-should this be a #5 dowel pin


to match the page 5 and NRCS standard drawing details?
                A #5 dowel pin has been added. See attached PDF


 
•             The backfill EFP is 60 and 80 pounds per cubic foot in the design computations. Will
the clay backfill exceed these values? The 313 standard in table 8 requires 65 to 85 pounds
per square foot to be used for the computations and design if over 50% fines are present in
the backfill.


The only wall drawing showing a backfill less than 80 pounds per square foot is the
feedpad wall drawing. This wall is not located within a clay liner area and will likely
be backfilled with onsite materials. The majority of soils on site are sandy and are
not expected to be greater than 50% fines.


 
•             Where are the computations for the point loads on the wall tops with the slab
placed directly on top of them? The crossover channel shows the slab on the wall top, will
equipment drive over the cross channels to clean it out?


Wall Calculations have been included for the crossover channel. The detail drawing
has also been updated to reflect the additional loading that is possible if heavy
equipment were to drive on the wall. See attached PDF


 
•             Include the statement that a construction quality assurance report detailing the
HDPE liner inspection will be submitted to the St Croix County CDD after the liner installation
as required by WI. Const. Spec. 202.
                A statement has been added. See attached PDF


 
•             Include details of safety barricades to be placed between the stacking areas and
concrete lined waste storage facility to prevent falling into the facility during operation.


Concrete Barricade Blocks have been added on the northern side of the concrete
waste storage facility. A gap between blocks is planned to allow runoff to flow
between the blocks and into the waste storage facility. See attached PDF


 
•             Include earthwork quantities as required on page 5 of the 313 standard.
                The estimated earthwork for the site is 122,374 cubic yards of cut with 84,901 cubic


yards of fill (No compaction included)
 
•            Please specify a dimension for the roadway setback on page 77.


A setback line 100’ from the road right of way has been added. The inside berm
edge of the waste storage facilities is proposed as 150.6 feet away from the right of
way at the nearest point. The location of the road right of way is an estimated
distance based on survey data provided by the certified surveyor.  See attached PDF


 
If you have any additional questions or comments please let us know.







 
Thanks,
 
Ron Williams
 
 
Ronnie Williams, PE
Williams Engineering Services, LLC
E14910 Bears Grass Rd
Augusta WI, 54722
Office 715-286-5726
Cell 715-829-3231
 
 
 
 
From: prvs=143834b530=Steve.Olson@sccwi.gov [mailto:prvs=143834b530=Steve.Olson@sccwi.gov]
On Behalf Of Steve Olson
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2017 4:39 PM
To: 'Ronnie Williams'
Cc: Sarah Droher
Subject: Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC
 
Ronnie,


 
The following is a list of comments and questions that will need to be addressed prior to


approval of the Animal Waste Storage Facility Construction Permit for Emerald Sky Dairy, LLC.
 
 
•             Include the slab design computation data in the submittals for the feed pad,


storage pad and heavy use areas.
 


•             Where are the site drawings for the heifer lot runoff tank and the north feed pad
collection tank systems?
 


•             Sheet 99 mentions reshaping the waterway north of the stacking area. Will the new
dimensions contain a 25-year storm event? Where are the waterway dimensions located?
 


•             Is the ramp shown correctly on the west side of the calf hutch area shown on sheet
101? The 1191.93 elevation shown on the SW corner appears low based on the 1% slope shown.
 


•             Is Specification 202 the correct callout for fill materials shown on sheet 130? Why
does the exterior embankment only have the specification fill material towards it core?
 


•             Page 140 shows a # 4 dowel pin at 12 inches on center-should this be a #5 dowel
pin to match the page 5 and NRCS standard drawing details?
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•             The backfill EFP is 60 and 80 pounds per cubic foot in the design computations. Will


the clay backfill exceed these values? The 313 standard in table 8 requires 65 to 85 pounds per
square foot to be used for the computations and design if over 50% fines are present in the backfill.
 


•             Where are the computations for the point loads on the wall tops with the slab
placed directly on top of them? The crossover channel shows the slab on the wall top, will
equipment drive over the cross channels to clean it out?
 


•             Include the statement that a construction quality assurance report detailing the
HDPE liner inspection will be submitted to the St Croix County CDD after the liner installation as
required by WI. Const. Spec. 202.
 


•             Include details of safety barricades to be placed between the stacking areas and
concrete lined waste storage facility to prevent falling into the facility during operation.
 


•             Include earthwork quantities as required on page 5 of the 313 standard.
 
•            Please specify a dimension for the roadway setback on page 77.
 


Thanks,
 


Steve Olson
Conservation and Land Use Specialist
St. Croix County Community Devopment Department
715-531-1909      cell 715-760-1992
 





